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All characters and events depicted in this 
cartoon are entirely fictitious. Any similarity to 

actual events or persons, living or dead, is 
purely coincidental.



Hi there fellow scientist! 
Welcome to the 

complexity conference!
What is your field of 

research?

Oh, hi, thank you! Well, I 
work in the psychological 

research field!



A PSYCHOLOGIST? 
Well, don’t look into my 
head!!!!!! hahahahaha

That is VERY funny! I had 
never heard that joke! 
But, you know, not all 

psychologists are 
therapists...



Oh, that is interesting! But 
tell me, what is your 

research about? You DO 
know you are at a 

complexity conference, 
right…?

Well, we also apply 
complexity models! We 
are actually estimating 

networks!



Oh, yes, social networks!

Well, not really, we 
estimate different 

networks, on emotions, 
or symptoms, or 

attitudes...



Oh, well lovely, but I 
have to go to an AI talk! 

Bye!
Ok, bye...



What a non-
sense…



What a non-
sense…



Let’s try to solve 
this….



What we believe to be the general purpose of network science:



What we believe to be the general purpose of network science:



Inferring a network structure 
Logically derive a network structure (Theoretical / Expert knowledge / Data)

Nodes are objectively observable entities

Social networks (Human beings are connected if they talk to each other)

Transit networks (Airports are connected if there are flights between them)



What we believe to be the general purpose of network science:



Entities and Variables

An entity can be in a certain 
state, given the outcome of a 
certain function, making it a 
variable. 



Nodes become variables

● Humans → Infected or not (SIR model)
● Airports → Contains number of people

Then, we add a data generating process model to 
investigate the dynamics of the network structure



But what if the network structure is 
hidden / unknown?



Backward engineering (estimating) a network from generated data:



Backwards engineering
We assume the former process of the diagram happened

But we have to start with the values of variables 

Start with data containing values of variables (e.g. symptoms or brain activity)

We think about and assume the data generating process

And then we estimate the network structure from the data





Backward engineering
Which entity do the symptom variables refer to? 

We have a different starting point, because we are interested in constructs that are in 
principle not objectively observable



Are we going back to the same structure as the social network 
models?



Integrating network science
To structure the discussion: 

● Statistical difference: Entities vs. variables

● Ontological difference: Observable vs. unobservable 
entity



Discovering hidden 
network structures



In principle, understanding the data generating process should allow one to uncover the 
network structure from generated data:

We set out to discover a hidden social network to show this



Network Structure
● 20 nodes

● Small-world network

○ Neighborhood: 2

○ Rewiring probability: 0.1

● Unweighted edges:



SI model 1 (unweighted)
● Start with one random node infected 

(1) and rest susceptible (0)

● At time t, probability node Xi
becomes infected (beta = 0.2):

● Continue until everyone is infected

● Select one time-point at random

● Repeat process 250 times



Data

250 snapshots of different 
diseases spreading through the 
population

D = 



Estimating the network
● Bayesian estimation using JAGS

● Allows flexible specification of 
multivariate models

● Returns posterior distribution of 
parameters given the data



Model 1



Results model 1



SI model 2 (weighted)
● Non-zero edges now sampled from 

uniform distribution:

● At time t, probability node Xi
becomes infected:

● Continue until everyone is infected

● Select one time-point at random

● Repeat process 1,000 times



Model 2



Results model 2



Model 2: “LASSO”

Parameter estimates based 
on posterior mode



Results model 3



Simulations...



People hogging 
up the queue :(

Psychologists



Problems in inferring / 
estimating networks



Potential problem: Network structure is inferred wrongly
● Two connected nodes are not actually friends
● An airline no longer exists



Potential problem: Process is not accurate
● People do not take the shortest paths
● Infections do not spread as fast as assumed



Potential problem: Data are noisy and/or incorrect
● Programming bugs



Potential problem: Data are not generated by the 
assumed process
● Any estimated model will not be sensible



Potential problem: Network estimated wrongly
● Sampling error
● Lack of information



When estimating a network, different 
considerations need to be made than 
when inferring a network



Questions to ask 
with network 

studies

● Are nodes entities? 

● How are the nodes conceptualized?

● What is the focus of the analysis? Is 
it investigating the presence / 
absence of edges? Is it about the 
alignment of the nodes’ states (i.e., 
synchronization)?

● How do we conceptualize 
intervention?

● What is the aim of an intervention?



Thank you for your 
attention!


